BACKCOUNTRY

WAR AND PEAKS
Snaking along the Austro-Italian border, taking in wild and remote front line battle
sites from the First World War, the Grande Circolo ski tour is made for backcountry –
and history – lovers, as Louise Hall discovers

T

Skiing doesn’t get
any more wild and
unspoilt than this

valley. The jagged limestone peaks glow pale pink around us
in the early morning light, and there’s silence but for the
occasional bursts of birdsong. Skis and skins on, as we wind
through farming hamlets and zig-zag across powder-covered
meadows, it’s hard to imagine that this area was the setting
for some of the most bloody of front line battles in the First
World War, where 160,000 Austrian and Italians were killed.
Memories still reverberate around these hills; only in the past
50 years has the district found peace and prospered.
We speed-carve through pine woods on the only corduroy
we ski all week, to Vierschach train station where, as we prep
for our second skin-up of the morning, we’re taken unawares
by some unexpected attention from a woman flailing her
arms and shouting at us from the platform.
“What is she saying?” I ask Egon Resch, our mountain
guide, who’s from these parts. (There are three official
languages in the South Tirol – German, Italian and Ladin.)
“That we’re not welcome,” he says, unperturbed, continuing
to dry the bases of his skis with his gloves. “Why?” I persist.
“Oh, something about that we should not be skiing here in
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he Dolomites may be known for dreamy views,
luscious lunches and the Dolomiti Superski, the
world’s biggest ski area with more than 1200km of
corduroy, but it has a quieter and altogether less
boastful side that’s made for backcountry lovers.
Among the region’s lesser known tours is the Grande
Circolo, a demanding six-day route that snakes 126km along
the Austro-Italian border from Sexten in Austria to Sterzing
in Italy. I’m lucky to be part of a group of international ski
writers and photographers hosted by Sud Tirol and Salewa,
the locally founded outdoor clothing brand. They’re putting
us in the care of seasoned local mountain guides.
We’ll stay in huts and guesthouses en route and cover a
meaty amount of vertical – a total of 8828m up and 9454m
down. Best of all, we’ll discover the extraordinary off-piste
offerings of this giant 250-million-year-old playground
– all frozen peaks, hidden valleys and powder fields.
Day one sets the tone for our action-packed week as we
set off by bus from Gossensass to our start point at Waldruhe
(‘forest peace’), a picturesque spot at the end of the Sexten
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the UNESCO-protected national park,” he says, shrugging as
he attaches his skins to the length of his skis with one swipe.
A moment later a train pulls up and the woman boards it.
“Maybe she didn’t get the memo,” quips Dani, the Italian
of our party. For our group has been invited here expressly
to share the experience of ‘wild skiing’ through the
UNESCO national park, in response to a growing demand
from uphill-inclined skiers seeking total serenity.
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We cover the biggest vertical
(2289m) as well as the longest
distance (37.5km)… but the last
10km, crossing Passo di Vizze,
is by bike
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BACKCOUNTRY GRANDE CIRCOLO

“Come visit us, we
have nothing
to offer…” says
the brilliant
marketing slogan

PUSHING OUR LEGS TO THE LIMIT

Departing at first light, we traverse over the Kalkstein Jöchl,
criss-cross the Gsies Valley, take in the Staller Sattel – a pass
closed to cars during winter – and cross the frozen lake of
Antholz (or Anterselva), a centre for biathlon in South Tirol,
en route to our next night stop. Every few hours, we refuel.
We’re on skis for a leg-busting 12 hours and 18 minutes,
but – boot crisis notwithstanding – I settle into the rhythm,
enjoy the staggering scenery and, most of all, relish being
away from the hustle of pistes and the jostle of lifts. It’s also
a welcome digital detox from the Brexit-dominated news
back home. We arrive at Hotel Wildgall in Anterselva di
Sopra just in time for dinner. Then it’s straight to bed.
Egon gets us up at dawn and keeps us moving throughout
the rest of the week: highlights include the Magerstein
summit (3273m), crossing the south face of the Moosstock
to the Pojener Alm, high above the Tauferer Valley, picking
through a dense forest on little paths down to Bolzen and,
on the last day, alighting on the Schlüsseljoch pass in the
Zillertal Alps. We cover the biggest vertical (2289m) as well
as the longest distance (37.5km) on day five, but at least the
last 10km, crossing Passo di Vizze (Pfitscherjoch), is by bike.
We had the privilege of super-slick organisation from the
local experts hosting us, but local mountain guides can
organise a version of this tour – perhaps adapted to skiers
of more normal uphill fitness than this bunch – for anyone
who’s kitted out and keen. “Come visit us, we have nothing
to offer” is the brilliant marketing slogan for the Puster
Valley – and for me, this sums up the Grande Circolo route.
Skiing doesn’t get any more wild and unspoilt.

RELICS FROM THE WESTERN FRONT
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The rest of the morning finds us navigating a 1400m vertical,
taking in pillowy meadows and dense forests as we cross the
Puster Valley (Pustertal or Val Pusteria), then ascending an
exposed spine to the Marchkinkele summit (2545m). With
the sun on our backs and glimpses of powder fields, we push
up towards spine and summit. It feels great to be up high,
but the breeze, refreshing at first, soon starts to bite.
We’re exposed here, my ears ache and my energy levels
plummet. I step aside to layer-up, pull my headband snug
over my ringing ears and slug hungrily at hot sweet tea,
when a tangle of rusted barbed wire catches my eye.
“Remains from the war are scattered all over these parts,”
warned Egon at dinner the previous night. “Keep your eyes
sharp: the glaciers are renowned to regurgitate war items.”
He’s not wrong. As we click-clack higher, another gnarled,
tangled jumble of rusty barbed wire stops us in our tracks.
Moments earlier, we were gazing in awe at a Narniaesque
world of frozen whites, glinting in the sun. Now there’s a
sense that these mountains tell chilling tales of death and
loss. This was the Western Front.
A half-hour of head-down grind later, we arrive at the
summit cross of Marchkinkele, our first of the week. Anna,
the group organiser, has her birthday today and we take a
quick ‘party shot’. But with the wind blowing hard, and the
light and energy levels fading, it’s time to get down safely.
Sometimes the descent is the best bit, but not today. As
I lean down to clip into ski mode, an eerie crack resonates
from my left boot. The others have gone. I push on. As I turn
my skis downhill and lean forward, my boot gives way
entirely – there’s no support, front or back.
Gathering speed fast, I try to side-slip to a stop. Nothing
happens. With a drop fast approaching I throw myself to the
ground. The rest of the group are 800m below. I wave my
poles, slowly making my way down now on one ski. Egon
finally understands something is wrong and stops.
The boot is unrecoverable. But Egon, like any good guide,
whips out a rope from his harness and ties it up: it gives
enough support to get down via icy moguls and a long flat
walk out, crossing streams. A few hours later, I limp into the
guesthouse at Kalkstein.
That evening, Egon hits his mountain specialist contacts
on speed dial. No joy. For the rest of the trip I’ll have to make
do with duct-taped boots. Consolation comes at nightfall as
we’re gathered around the table carb-loading on South
Tirolean spinach dumplings and apple strudel.
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The 20km we covered in seven hours is clearly child’s play
in Egon’s eyes. “It’s a gentle start to the week,” he had
explained at our welcome briefing at Hotel Gossensass.
Day two is far from gentle – we’re in for 1885m of vertical,
2091m of descent and a linear total of 27.3km…

AUSTRIA

DO IT

Louise travelled courtesy of
Salewa, Sud Tirol, Profeet
and Ortovox. The nearest
Pfitscherjoch
airport is Innsbruck,
Magerstein
50km from Gossensass.
summit
Kalkstein
For more on the Grand
Gossensass
Anterselva di Sopra
Circolo, accommodation
Marchkinkele and local information
Vierschach summit
visit suedtirol.info.
Mountain guides: Egon
ITALY
Resch: +39 348 424 3467;
Stephanie Marcher:
+39 347 943 4589

Innsbruck
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